Handmade Home Decor Brand: Mishkat Ltd. Extends its Range
and Launches Mosaic Lamps
The family owned business recently rose to fame soon after the founders took the
initiative of offering unique hand crafted mosaic lamps and designer specials that are
exclusive to Mishkat's handmade home decor identity.
The family owned business recently rose to fame soon after the founders took the initiative of
offering unique hand crafted mosaic lamps and designer specials that are exclusive to Mishkat's
handmade home decor identity.April 15, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- Mishkat continues to pay tribute
to the classic Middle Eastern antiquities by accessorizing clients from all over the world with a long
range of handmade home decor products. The family owned business recently rose to fame soon
after the founders took the initiative of offering unique hand crafted mosaic lamps and designer
specials that are exclusive to Mishkat's handmade home decor identity.
Needless to say, Mishkat's handmade home decor products have been known to spark up a room
with a brevity of originality
- so much so that admirers of home decor cannot help but notice the intricate styles that are unlike
any other thing they have seen before.
Especially the Turkish mosaic desk lamps offer a sense of visual appeal to onlookers. According to
the founders of the brand, their true success lies in bonding with specific cultural roots that help
them to create signature products. This way, whenever something new is unveiled, it does not fail to
impress anyone looking to add a touch of elegance to their homes.
All thanks to its team of experts, Mishkat is reportedly expanding its operations across the U.K. and
the U.S. by adding a new line of mosaic lamps, handmade brass decoration items and many other
home decor products. These items will follow different cultural themes respectively. For instance, the
lead designers dedicate their time into overseeing each product batch to ensure that it remains true
to the unique distinctive features that potential buyers can easily relate to.
More so, throughout the development phase, only the highest-grade material is used to guarantee
durability and shelf life factors for these designs. The 2017 specials enlist various designs that
highlight the appended categories:
oMishkat Brass Tealight Holders
oArabic Porcelain Lamps
oMosaic Candle Holders
oEgyptian Lamps, Holders and Stands
oMiddle Eastern Swan Lamps, Tablecloths &amp; Runners
The power combination of various iconic styles has helped Mishkat into promoting items for people
with special requirements regarding their conducive lifestyle. For custom orders, feel free to contact
the company's correspondents beforehand. They have a 30-day customer guarantee to help
accommodate first time online visitors into becoming a lifelong part of the Mishkat family.
Mishkat's seasonal upcoming Summer offer will showcase new variety of handmade decor
collection. Don't forget to sign up for newsletter updates at the brand's official website.
About Mishkat:
Mishkat Private Ltd. Is a U.K based designer known to specialize in producing home decoration
products for clients from all over the world. The main aim of this brand is to impress patrons with
unique cultural infusion of ideas that are distinctively identical to the entire product lineup. Mishkat
strives to partake in improving customer experience by releasing seasonal updates which admirers
anxiously look forward to.
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For more information, please visit https://www.mishkat.co.uk/
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